
Understanding the Dynamics of the
New StockMarket
The Transforming Nigerian Stock Exchnage

The dynamics of the stock market deals with changes in the market structure,

regulatory authorities and behavior of investors and traders, who are themarket

forces (Demand/Bid or Supply/Offer). This behavioral aspect of stock market

determinesgeneralmarket direction andpricemovementof individual equity.



Learning Objectives
Learn changes in the market today that can aid and help investing public to make informed
investment decision that generate good returns

NSE of today has transformed toworld class Exchange that is technology driven, Transparent and are committed

to market development and growth that will attract funds from the globe and make Nigeria investment

destination for foreign investors.

NSE real time information portal today is a plus to the market as every investors and traders have access to

informationat the same time fromanywhere

NSE has opened the market to the world with the online trading platform that allow the investors or Traders to

do ityourself

NSE Strict on post-requirement, which has help to improve the number of companies that release their results as

at when due in order to avoid penalty.

NSE regulatory filingdates for listed companies have change from45days after the endof that quarter to 30

days

Knowing the position of foreign investors through Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) flow chart or report as

movementof their fundshave influenceonNigeriastockmarketperformance



StockMarketSpeculationWhat Is It?

The stock market has been in a state of speculative buying for several months. About 40% of the NSE 30

stocks are now on the uptrend in the last few weeks. Find out what this means for your investments or

trading.

Speculation in the stock market has been increasing over the past few months. Learn why this phenomenon is

occurring and what it means for your investments. INVESTDATA will explain how speculation begins and how it

ends. Discover if you are paying too much for a stock and why. This Comprehensive Stock Market Trading and

Investing workshop gives you help in understanding the stock market and the early signs that risk is rising for a

sell-off or correction. Knowing when to sell is as important as knowing when to buy. Learn about the other end of

theoldmantraof thestockmarket: "Buy lowandsellhigh."Toprofit fromthenewstockmarketyoumost first

understand the dynamics of the market and the recovery economy to make profitable investment decision that

determines the levelofyour returns.

Additional Take way from this Workshop are...

 The best trade setup for simple, and explosive trades - perfect for stocks,
 The 3 conditions you should know about ALL YOUR TRADES to maximize your percentage of

winning trades and bank BIGGER profits on each one!
 How to identify the best pull backs to buy with a high probability to resuming their trend and

moving to new high levels, so you can get into big swing trades early with less risk.



 Which consolidation patterns have the highest probability of following through, so you can
consistently and confidently catch explosive moves with amazing timing for trades that yield
quick profits.

The TRUE STRENGTH (or weakness) in market trends, so you’ll know which stocks are the best
to buy now, and which ones to avoid at all cost!

 If you've ever been "burned" in this market by a breakout that failed, or frustrated by buying
high and it pulls back or buying low and it refuse to move up again ie a retracement that didn't
bounce back... THIS IS FOR YOU.



SkillsToBe Learnt
Learn skills that help you understanding market dynamics and structure which are very
important and critical to profitable investing and trading at any given time

Descriptive
looks at past data of the Company,
security or investment

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTIC
Analytic

looks at the current data with projections and
recommendations

Economic
Politics, Policies and Social Trends

ECONOMIC PRICING

Pricing
What influences your share prices



LearnTheMarket Cycle
Market Timing is very important when it comes to taking position in stocks.

Accumulation
involves buying of securities that

have seen price declines

Decline
is the phase in which the stock is
trending lower as prices decline

Markup
is when a stock is trending higher
as demand keeps prices on the

rise

Distribution
is when the market runs out of
gas following price appreciation.
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